From the Editor

This issue of the MOUG Newsletter is one that I am certain you will find most useful. It contains an index to newsletters no. 1-40, arranged in two sections. The first section indexes information based on OCLC MARC tags from the scores and sound recordings formats. The second section is the traditional alphabetical listing. Every article in every issue has been indexed, and all author names and most speaker names have been indexed. The citations are given in the format "Newsletter number:page number"; for example, the article

"Authority Control in the Online Environment" 39:15-18

is found in MOUG Newsletter no. 39, pages 15-18. Inclusive paging has been used throughout.

I would like to thank the MOUG Executive Board (Don Hixon, Jennifer Bowen, Candy Feldt, Laura Snyder, and Jay Weitz) for their support and their helpful suggestions. Thanks are also due to the UCSD Library Catalog Department, particularly to Kristi Erie for her editorial assistance.

-- Linda Barnhart
University of California, San Diego

Music OCLC Users Group Mission Statement

The mission of the Music OCLC Users Group (MOUG) is to identify and provide an official means of communication and assistance for those users of the products and services of the Online Computer Library Center, Inc. (OCLC) concerned with music materials in any area of library service, in pursuit of quality music coverage in these products and services.
SECTION 1: OCLC Scores and Sound Recordings Format Tags

Accomp mat (fixed field)
- changes in coding 14:8
- data element change in 1987 AACR2 OLUC conversion 33:14
- list of codes 14:10

Comp (fixed field)
- code zz 2:4-5
- coding guidelines for mu, nn, zz 7:7-8
- folk music 9:4
- See also 047 field

Date tp (fixed field)
- for microform copies 2:4
- mini-lesson in coding 28:7
- re-releases of COs 40:8

Desc (fixed field)
- data element change in 1987 AACR2 OLUC conversion 33:14
- invalid codes 32:17

Enc lv (fixed field)
- "L" 31:7
- "O" level records deleted 20:14
- revision of level "K" 24:4, 25:6
- statistics based on enc lv 39:30

Format (fixed field)
- coding guidelines 6:2
- list of codes 14:10

Lang (fixed field)
- and 041 field 4:2, 6:2
- coding 3:2
- examples from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:10
- OLUC statistics by language 39:3
- See also 041 field

LTxt (fixed field)
- data element change in 1987 AACR2 OLUC conversion 33:14
- list of codes 14:11
- multiple codes application 40:6

Mod rec (fixed field)
- adding contents notes to LC copy 7:8
- and old uniform titles 7:8
- and outdated LC call numbers 7:8
- discussion paper at MARBI 39:13

Putts (fixed field)
- invalidated 37:10
- MARBI proposal to eliminate byte 32:14, 33:5-6
- OLUC change based on invalid byte 36:8

Repr (fixed field)
- coding change 38:8

Source (fixed field)
- OLUC statistics by source of cataloging 39:30

Type (fixed field)
- archival and manuscripts control discussion paper for MARBI 39:14
- changes 2:4
- decision making 6:2
- for hymnals 27:3
- for microform copies of music manuscripts 24
- for music instructional materials 9:4, 27:3, 34:9
- for music manuscripts 24
- for opera librettos 27:3
- for operas 27:3
- for studies and exercises 9:4, 34:9
- mini-lesson in coding 27:3


"With or without text? With or without music?" 10:3-4, 34:9

007 field
- and #c 29:8, 37:10
- and cassettes 18:14
- and Dolby 40:24
- and #c 38:8
- and #i 40:24-25
- and #k 11:2
- and #n 37:10
- changes announced 14:8
- changes approved by MARBI (1987) 33:4-6
- compact disc codes 32:17
- detailed coding instructions 14:12-14
- examples from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:11
- guidelines for use from 1981 meeting 11:16-17
- mini-lesson in coding #c and #n 39:11
- use in retrieving materials by format 40:24

010 field
- invalid numbers 9:5
- LC to discontinue pre-assigning for sound recordings 39:23, 40:23
- suffix input 12:3

024 field 29:8, 37:12

028 field
- and 260 field for sound recordings 18:9
- and acquisitions records 18:13
- and untraced series numbering 40:6
- as a matching point 18:9
- #b in wrong position 40:9
- guidelines for use from 1981 meeting 11:13-16

"Interpreting Publishers’ Numbers on Domestic Recordings" 5:5-6

LC’s suggestions for sound recordings 10:2-3
- and acquisitions records 18:13
- and untraced series numbering 40:6
- as a matching point 18:9
- #b in wrong position 40:9
- guidelines for use from 1981 meeting 11:13-16

"Interpreting Publishers' Numbers on Domestic Recordings" 5:5-6

Wireless G25-15-16
- plan for indexing 14:6, 22:15
- preliminary guidelines for use 9:6-7
- printing 9:7, 11:2, 14:8, 14:9, 14:14

"Record Manufacturer Numbers: Part II" 7:6-7

"Record Manufacturer Numbers: Part III" 9:2-4

searching the index 26:8, 28:6

tape load record indexing 40:9
033 field
clarification of proposed revision 38:11, 39:13

coding instructions 9:6
corrections to table issued in 12:14-16, 18:2
quick reference table for subfields #b and #c 12:14-16, 34:6-8
relationship with 518 field 11:2, 14:8

039 field
deletion of 33:14

041 field
coding for sound recordings 6:2
elements from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:10
general coding guidelines 3:2-3, 4:2, 6:2
guidelines for use 14:8, 14:15-16
See also Lang (fixed field)

043 field
when to use 11:2, 14:8

044 field 9:5

045 field
addition of indicators and #b 9:5
addition to LC records 40:9
appearance of both #a and #b 9:5
coding guidelines 14:8
for arrangements and revisions 7:8
LC proposal to discontinue coding 39:23-24
LC use 29:8
letters concerning LC proposal 40:12, 17-18
mixed dates problem 11:2
results from Ad-Hoc Committee on Academic Library Needs
questionnaire 29:8
survey concerning LC proposal 40:15-16
use of this field in academic libraries 29:8

047 field 14:8
coding guidelines for mu, nn, zz 7:7-8
code zz 2:4-5
LC proposal to discontinue coding 39:23-24
letters concerning LC proposal 40:12, 17-18
results from Ad-Hoc Committee on Academic Library Needs
questionnaire 29:8
survey concerning LC proposal 40:15-16
See also Comp (fixed field)

048 field
adding to LC records 40:9
coding changes 14:8
examples from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:9-10
examples from 1981 New Haven meeting 11:18-20
LC proposal to discontinue coding 39:23-24
letters concerning LC proposal 40:12, 17-18
order for codes 6:2
percussion 6:2
piano, four hands 6:2
results from Ad-Hoc Committee on Academic Library Needs
questionnaire 29:8
survey concerning LC proposal 40:15-16
use of this field in academic libraries 29:8

049 field
and tape processing 26:11-12

050 field
obsolete LC call numbers 7:8

052 field
general information 9:5-6, 11:2

056 field
coding for edition 39:10

1XX fields
coding for spirits 11:2
subfield placement of titles of persons 7:4
use of #e and #q 11:2
use of #w 14:8, 20:6

110 field
and group composition 40:13
and initial articles 11:2

110 field (continued)
and manuscripts 11:2
containing initials 9:7
qualifiers for musical groups 23:6

240 field
AACR2 forms (changes from pre-AACR2) 6:3-5
changes due to format integration 37:16
elements from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:11
incorrectly converted pre-AACR2 form reporting 14:8
initial articles 11:2
input standards 4:2
Ryom numbers in Vivaldi uniform titles 11:2
summary of changes in the OCLC AACR2 conversion project
10:4-6
uniform titles on old LC copy 7:8
See also AACR2 conversion of headings in OPLUC

245 field
coding with no collective title 9:8, 14:8
#h in non-print materials 40:24
#h policy 11:3
in truncated displays 32:17
placement of colon and #d 2:4, 6:2, 7:7
printing of #n, #p, #h in traced titles 9:8
unit records for works by more than one author 11:2-3

254 field 22:3, 31:7-8

260 field
and CD dates 35:7, 39:11, 40:8
#d 7:8
moving data to 028 1K9
See also Dates (fixed field)

262 field
transfer of date to fixed field 9:5

300 field
accompanying material 14:8
compact discs 30:10-11
duration in sound recordings 11:3
multiple physical description fields in sound recordings 39:10
open entries 11:3
oversize stamps 9:7

305 field
elements from 1980 San Antonio workshop 7:11
open entries for discs 9:4

440 field
MARBI proposal to make obsolete 38:11, 39:13
punctuation in tracings and headings 9:7

490 field
numbering and 028 coding 40:6

500 field
note for Dolby 40:24
notes for CDs 30:10-11
use of #f 18:13

501 field 40:6-7

505 field
adding to LC copy 7:8
correct form for including performers 39:28
mini-lesson in punctuation 40:7

510 field
standard citation forms for music-related items 18:27

518 field
clarification of proposed revision 38:11, 39:13
relationship with 033 field 11:2, 14:8

6XX fields
subject subdivision "Film and video adaptations" 40:23-24
use of #c and #q 11:2
use of #w 14:8, 20:6
validation of #m, #o, #r 9:8

7XX fields
subfield placement for titles of persons 7:4
use of #r 18:13
use of #c and #q 11:2
use of #w 14:8, 20:6
SECTION 2: Alphabetical Listing

AACR2
1988 revision, LC use 40:6
1988 revision and sound track film 39:10
1988 revision (publication announcement) 38:6
and group composition 40:25
compatible headings 14:9
descriptions of items without a collective title 9:5
discussion by Michael Gorman at 1980 San Antonio meeting 7:4
for music librarians (preconf. announcement) 6:14-16
implementation at University of Illinois 8:2-3
"AACR2 at Illinois" 8:2-3
"AACR2 Changes in Music Uniform Titles" 6:3-5
AACR2 compatible headings 14:9
AACR2 conversion of headings in OLUC 1985
1980 conversion of music uniform titles 10:4-6, 14:5, 16:3-4
1987 conversion project 32:3-4, 32:17, 33:14
and corporate bodies containing initials 9:7
loss of #4 33:14
reporting incorrectly converted uniform titles 14:8
summary of changes to music uniform titles 10:4-6
"AACR2 Five Years Later" 31:4-5
"AACR2 Revised: Past, Present and Future" 37:17-18
Accompanying matter, See Section 1, Accomp mat (fixed field)
Acquisitions and automation for music 40:25-10
Acquisitions Subsystem
ACQ350 32:5
DX (Direct transmission) 32:5
OCLC acquisitions subsystem 34:10
printing 26:10-11
problem sharing at 1985 Louisville meeting 26:5
problems with 22:20
report by Helen Hughes at 1980 San Antonio meeting 7:3
use for music/AV materials 23:3-5
"Acquisitions Subsystem to be Discontinued in Two Years" 39:27
Ad-Hoc Committees, See MOUG, Ad-Hoc Committees
Added entries 15:3-7, 40:25
See also Section 1, 7XX fields, etc.
"The Advantage of OCLC for a Nonspecialist Music Cataloger" 19:10
ALA/MOUG exhibit 33:2
announcement of exhibit 36:2
request to staff booth 35:2, 35:10
AMC format 26:4-5
AMIGOS
music training in Amigos libraries 7:5
"AMLG Cooperative Recon Project Update" 39:21-22
Analytical entries
at Mankato State University 27:13-14
OMRAC request for advice 11:11-12
See also "In" analytics
Anderson, Gillian B.
Music in New York during the American Revolution (publication announcement) 33:16
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition, See AACR2
"Annual Meeting: Music and A-V Users to Meet Jointly" 20:3
Annual meetings, See MOUG, Annual meetings
"Antonio Vivaldi: Uniform titles for Instrumental Works" 20:7-13
Application for new members, See each issue
Archival tapes 26:9-13
maintenance of 26:10-11
punctuation not included 11:3
"Archives and Manuscripts Control Format" 26:4-5
Armbrister, Ann
speaker on archival tape processing at 1985 annual meeting 26:9-13
Ashley, Lowell
report on OLAC activities, 1987 32:14
report on OLAC activities, 1988 36:12
report on OLAC activities, 1989 39:21
speaking on VTLS 39:18

Audiovisual cataloging at LC 22:12-14
Audiovisual format OCLC statistics 12:13
Audiovisual materials and the Acquisitions subsystem 23:3-5

Ausdal, Karl van, See Van Ausdal, Karl
"Authority Control for Music Materials" 39:17-18
"Authority Control in the Online Environment" 39:15-18
Authority work in music libraries 52-5
"Automated Authority Work: Making the Transition" 39:16-17
Automation and AACR2 31:5
Automation planning 30:3-5

Bach, Johann Sebastian
uniform titles in the LC-NAF 23:11-17
uniform titles in the LC-NAF (first update) 24:12
uniform titles in the LC-NAF (second update) 28:5

Barcoding
at Case Western Reserve University 33:9-13

Barnhart, Linda
"From the Editor" 35:5, 36:5, 37:9, 38:6, 39:5-6, 40:5
"Melvyl: The University of California's Online Catalog" 26:8
"Music OCLC Users Group Executive Board: An Historical List" 40:3

"Plenary Session I: Writing Manuals for Online Systems" 36:10-11
"Plenary Session II: News and Updates" [1988] 36:11

Bauser, Jaye
speaking on music librarians' needs in an online catalog 18:15-17

Best of MOUG
publication announcement 31:1, 31:3-4, 32:3
sales 24:4
second edition (publication announcement) 35:5, 36:2
Bibliographic input standards 1:1-2, 19:3-4, 20:3-4, 21:1
for LC pre-AACR2 copy 15:18
for retrospective copy 11:3
revision of 24:4, 25:6
second edition announced 14:6

Bibliographic instruction and AACR2 31:5
"Bibliographic Maintenance: Report from OCLC" 11:4
Bibliographic Records Management Section at OCLC 2:3

Bindman, Fred
speaking on authority work at LC 52:3

Biographies of candidates, See MOUG, Ballots and biographies
"Bound with" scores 40:6-7

Bowen, Jennifer
elected vice-chair/chair elect 38:1

Bowles, Garrett
letter to the editor (LC's 045, 047, 048 proposal) 40:12
speaking on the history of the MARC music format 36:12
speaking on the Melvyl online catalog 26:8

Brown, Rowland C. W.
speaking on OCLC projects 22:11

Bylawski, Sam
LC sound recording cataloging update 39:24
Burke, Pat
speaking on retrospective conversion 22:17-18

Buth, Olga
"3rd Annual Meeting of MOUG" 43:4
"From the Chair" 3:2, 4:1, 5:1-2, 6:1
"Proposed Revisions to MOUG Bylaws" 17:5-8

Bylaws, See MOUG, Bylaws

"Call for Papers for the MOUG Annual Meeting, February 19-20, 1990" 39:7

Call number, See Section 1, 050 field

Candidates' biographies, See Ballots and biographies
Capture Date and Place, See Section 1, 033 field
Card catalogs and OPACs for music 40:11-12
"Card Numbers on Sound Recordings at LC" 40:23

Carlson, Carl
"In search of the perfect workform" 8:11-22
requests workform samples 4:2

Carpenter, George L.
speaking on telecommunications at OCLC 22:11
Case Western Reserve University
barcoding 33:9-13

Cassaro, James
"MARBI Update" 38:10-11
"Report of the Meeting of the USMARC Advisory Group" 39:12-14

Cassettes
how to code 007 field 18:14
Catalog maintenance and AACR2 31:4-5
Cataloging Micro-Enhancer CAT ME 37:10
Cataloging Music, a Manual for Use with AACR2 (publication announcement) 19:3
Cataloging productivity vs. quality cataloging 26:7
Cataloging source code, See Section 1, Source (fixed field)
CAT CD450
and music materials 34:6
dirty music subset 40:9
fact sheet - appended to Newsletter 37
field test 36:5
field test completed 37:5-10
orders being accepted 36:6-7
system available 38:7
timing with New Online System 40:9
Version 1.1 40:6

CBT 37:5
CD cataloging, See Compact disc cataloging
Change requests policies 11:4, 39:27
Charme, Désirée de 14:7
"Choice of main and added entries" 15:3-7
Chronological code or date/time, See Section 1, 045 field
Citation forms for use in 510 fields 18:27

Claremont College Total Library System 14:5
Classification data in authorities format (proposal) 39:13
 Cleanup projects for local databases 40:8

CLRI 24:13-15

"CLSI and the New Jersey Academic Library Network 33:7-9
"CLSI as a MARC-based system" 26:8-9
Collection analysis CD tool 39:8
Collections, made-up entering into OCLC 18:12

Communication between music librarians and computer professionals 30:7-8

Communications & Access Planning Guide 37:10-11
"Communications from OCLC" 94-8, 102-6, 14:9
"Communications from OCLC on Tagging" 4:2, 6:2
"Communications on Tagging" 7:7-8

Comp, See Section 1, Comp (fixed field)
"Compact digital sound recordings" 27:14
Compact disc cataloging
chief source of information 40:24
dates in sound recording cataloging 28:7, 39:11
ink used in labeling 40:5-9
mini-lesson in coding physical description and notes 30:10-11
proposed rule revisions for the physical description 26:3, 27:14

Composers, top 25 in the Rutgers Institute of Jazz Studies" 32:3

"Consumer Activism (or, The Squeaking Wheel Gets the Grease)" 26:5-7
Contents note, See Section 1, 055 field
Conversion, See Retrospective conversion
"Cooperative Retrospective Conversion Project" 31:6-7, 33:6-7
"Cooperative Retrospective Conversion Project Update" 37:14
"Copying and Disseminating Information from this Newsletter" 2:5

Corporate bodies
consisting of or containing initials 9:7
increased access to index planned 14:6
searching the database for musical groups 26:21
See also Section 1, 1XX, 6XX, 7XX and 715 fields

Cors, Paul B.
"Automated Authority Work: Making the Transition" 39:16-17

Corwin, Dean W.
"CLSI as a MARC-Based System" 26:8-9
"From the Continuing Education Coordinator" 34:4
on the New Jersey Academic Library Network 33:7-9
"Retrospective Conversion Discussion Groups" 36:13
"Retrospective Conversion of Music Materials at Rice University" 179-11
"Searching Schubert in the Online LC-NAP" 25:2
"Uniform Titles for Works of W.A. Mozart" 22:22-26

Council on Library Resources
sponsors recon meetings 24:13-15
Country of producer, See Section 1, 044 field

Crock, Mark
"Institutions Holding the Most Scores" 40:22
"Most Popular Music Literature in the OLUC" 39:25-26
"Of Note: Music Research Activities at OCLC" 38:9
"Tag Frequency of Scores Records in the OCLC OLUC" 40:26-27
"The Top 100 Scores in the OCLC Database" 40:20-21

Cross reference problems in authority records
discussion paper for MARBI 39:14

Cunningham, Robert
"Bibliographic Maintenance: Report from OCLC" 11:4
gives basic tagging workshop 14:7-9
"Music Tagging Workshop Examples" 7:9-11
"Quality Control and Music Use of OCLC" 11:4
"Tagging Workshop" 7:5

Data on Capture Session, See Section 1, 518 field
Data Research Associates 39:17-18
Database cleanup projects 40:8
Date tp, See Section 1, Date tp (fixed field)
Dates, See Section 1, Dates (fixed field)

Davidson, M. W.
announces second Gerboth award 30:3
"MLA Announces First Walter Gerboth Award" 28:3

Davis, Andrea Watson
"Making Memory Serve: Hints on Inputting Cataloging Copy for Musical Sound Recordings" 5:4
dBaseIII 29:7
"Dead-end Search List" 4:4
Dead-end searches in LC-NAP 18:1-2

Dean, Karen
"Music Reference Use of OCLC" 22:14
"National Plan for the Retrospective Conversion of Music" 29:8-10

Dearborn, Susan
speaking on vendor relations 30:5-7

DeCharms, Désirée
speaking on use of paraprofessionals 14:7

Deese, See Section 1, Des (fixed field)
"Designing Authority Systems for Optimal Maintenance and Retrieval" 39:15-16

Dewey Decimal Classification, 20th ed.
edition coding in 082 field 39:10
publication available 38:5, 39:8
"A Distribution Survey of Sibley Music Library's Scores in the OCLC Online Union Catalog" 21:3-6

Documentation
writing instructions and explanations for OCLC manuals (task group) 1:2
"Writing Manuals for Online Systems" 36:9-11

Earnest, Jeffrey
letter to the editor (LC's 045, 047, 048 proposal) 40:12,17

EASI Reference and music 35:9
Eastman School of Music (Library), See Sibley Music Library
Editing hints in sound recording cataloging 5:4
Editing libraries concept 1:1
Ekstrom, Ann
speaking on automation in authority control 5:3

Encoding level, See Section 1, Enc lvl (fixed field)
Enhance
adding to LC records 40:9
capability announced 22:2-3
editing libraries concept 1:1
flexibility in enhancing 32:11
how to recognize enhanced records 22:19
participants (music formats)
first round 23:1
second round underway 24:4, 25:6
second round 26:1
first and second rounds 26:15
third round 28:6
current list as of April 1987 32:17-18
applications for fourth round received 35:8
fourth round 36:7
current list as of August 1988 36:8
current list as of May 1989 39:9-10
planning 14:6, 16:2, 18:9
project description 26:4, 29:6-7
reports on discussion groups at annual meetings:
1987, Eugene 32:11
1988, Minneapolis 36:14
status report, 1986 29:6
status report, 1987 32:7-8, 34:5
training for first round participants 23:5-6
"Enhance Participants: Open Meeting" 32:11

EPIC Service 37:11, 38:7, 40:6
Escalante, Joanna Tousley
"The Latin American Sound Recordings Collection at the University of Texas at Austin" 6:7-9
"Ethnic Field Recordings on OCLC" 25:3-6
Existence of parts, See Section 1, Prts (fixed field)
Fidler, Linda  
"Consumer Activism (or, The Squeaking Wheel Gets the Grease)"  265-7


"Future Goals and Objectives of MOUG"  35:12-13

"Music Retrospective Conversion Projects"  22:17-18

"Plenary Session II"  [1986]  30:3-8

"Problem Sharing II"  [1987]  32:11-12

Fidler, Linda  
"Interlibrary Loan at the Oberlin College Conservatory Library"  11:10-11

Field recordings  25:3-6

Film and video adaptations (subject subdivision)  40:23-24

Financial reports, See each issue

Fitzgerald, Grace A.  
"Local Database Cleanup Projects"  40:8

Fling, Michael  
leading group on M300-compatible microcomputer software for music  29:7

"The Lost Record"  11:9

"OCLC and the Music Reference Librarian"  8:4-6

"Order Searching on OCLC"  5:8

"Reference Use of OCLC"  35:9

"Reference Uses of OCLC in the Music Library"  11:5-9

Follet, Robert  
spoking on AACR2 and catalog maintenance  31:4-5

Form of composition, See Section 1, Comp (fixed field) and 047 field

Format, See Section 1, Format (fixed field)

Format integration  37:15-17

Format of music manuscript or printed music, See Section 1, Format (fixed field)

Fradenburgh, Robin  
"AACR2 at Illinois"  8:2-3

"From the Chair," See each issue

Funabiki, Ruth Patterson  
publication announcement of her tagging workbook and reference manual  7:21

Garnder, Ron  
appointed interim MOUG liaison  38:1

"News from OCLC"  38:6-7, 39:8-9

Garland, Catherine  

"The Library of Congress and the Music MARC Format"  14:6

moderating plenary session on the history of the MARC music format  36:12

reporting on LC activities [1987]  32:8-9

reporting on Music Online  18:10-11

resolution thanking  23:2

spoking on machine-readable cataloging at LC  22:11-12

GEAC Acquisitions System  40:10

General note, See Section 1, 500 field

Geographic area codes, See Section 1, 043 field

Geographic classification code, See Section 1, 052 field

Gerboth Award, See Music Library Association, Walter Gerboth Award

GMD, See Section 1, 245 field, #h

Goldberg, Louise  
"Reference Uses of OCLC at the Sibley Music Library"  12:4-5

Gorman, Michael  
spoking on AACR2 and OCLC at 1980 San Antonio meeting  7:4

Green, Don  
"Retrospective Conversion of Music Materials at Rice University"  175:11

spoking on retrospective conversion  22:17-18


Griffin, Marie  
"Institute of Jazz Studies Receives Renewal Grant"  7:20

"Jazz Cataloging Project"  3:2-3

"Report from the Institute of Jazz Studies"  18:5-6

Griffin, Marie (continued)  
spoking on how MARC format changes occur  7:3

spoking on jazz cataloging project  5:3

Grimm, Susan J.  
"A Distribution Survey of Sibley Music Library's Scores in the OCLC Online Union Catalog"  21:3-6

"Nonbook Serials Tagging"  22:16-17

Griseom, "Blind Lemon"  13:2

Griseom, Richard  
"MARBI News: Format Integration"  37:15-17

"MARC News"  33:4-6

spoking on the history of the MARC music format  36:12

Guidelines for note fields in the authority format  36:12

discussion paper for MARBI  39:14

"Guidelines for Subfielding Music Uniform Titles"  1:2

Gullickson, Lynn  
"Designing Authority Systems for Optimal Maintenance and Retrieval"  39:15-16

Hagberg, Karen A.  
"From the Chairperson"  2:2

letter of resignation  3:1

Hamilton, Fae  
spoking on network services  7:5

Harvard University Symposium "Music Librarianship in America"  40:23

Heck, Thomas  
speaking MLA awards nominations  40:22

Hein, John  
leading session on CSLI at 1985 meeting  26:8-9

Henderson, Ruth  
"REMUS Committee Report"  14:3

Hess, Ann  
"Report on OCLC Users Council"  7:5-6

spoking on Sound Recordings Analytics Project  7:5

"Treasurer's Statement"  22:4, 4:2, 6:2

Hildreth, Charles  
"OPAC Interface Adequacy Assessment Guide"  18:16

spoking on public access to online catalogs  18:15

'Hit rate' for scores  21:3-6

Hixon, Don  
"1986 Annual Meeting"  28:3

"From the Chair"  34:3, 35:1-2, 36:1-2, 37:1-2, 38:1, 39:1, 40:1

letter concerning OCLC pricing structure  40:18

"Looking Forward to 1985"  22:21

"MOUG Meets in Louisville"  24:15

spoking on retrospective conversion projects  14:6-7

Thea Musgrave, a Bio-Bibliography (publication announcement)

Hoffman, Allen  
"Searching Scores and Books in Music on the OCLC OLUC"  165:8

Holdings, See Section 1, 850 field

Host item entry, See Section 1, 773 field

Houg, Gary F.  
spoking on quality assurance at OCLC  22:11

"How does OCLC work?"  22:11

"How to twist a vendor's arm"  30:5-7

Howard, Jennie Meyer  
"Reference Uses of OCLC at the Kennedy School of Government Library"  12:5-7

Hughes, Helen  
departure as MOUG liaison  13:1

letter in response to Music Cataloging User Survey  8:7-10

memorandum on the Music Cataloging Bulletin  56:7

reporting on the OCLC Acquisition and ILL subsystems  7:2-3

Hynmals  
type codes  27:3
ILL, See Interlibrary Loan Subsystem

*Imaginative Use of the LC Name Authority File* 22:14-15
Imprint, See Section 1, 260 field
"la' analytics" 18:12, 26:7
field 773 discrepancies 26:16
"In search of the perfect workform" 8:11-22
Indexes to the established titles ... (publication announcement) 38:9-10
"Indiana University's Music Library Receives Grants" 39:26
Initial articles and non-filing indicators 18:14
Ink on CDs 40:8-9
INNOVACQ Acquisitions System 40:9-10
Input standards 1:1-2, 19:3-4, 20:3-4, 21:1
for retrospective copy 11:3
Institute of Jazz Studies, Rutgers University
completed analytical cataloging of "Recorded Anthology of American Music" 18:5-6
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